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Långholmen FC  
vs

Boo FF
Division 4

Friday 5th June 2009, 

Essinge IP, KO: 20.00 

Many thanks to our sponsors:



Långholmen FC
1. Edwin Bergqvist
2. Andy McClelland
4. Stuart Lascelles
5. Ciarán McCormack
6. Mattias Larsson
7. Chris Allen
9. Andy O’Sullivan
10. Robbie Graham
11. Colm Kenny
12. Oscar Hentmark
13. Pete McConnell
14. Wilhelm Karlsson
16. Anton Björlund
17. Gary Phillips
20. Guy Woodhead

Manager: Chris Latham
Coach: Mark O’Sullivan

BOO FF
Anders Skägg,
Klas Belin,
Henrik Nyhus,
Andrew Sumba,
Mattias Andersson,
Emil Hallstener,
Ahmad Ismail,
Bubakary Sonko,
Michael Eriksson,
Lamin Sonko,
Nicholas Riley,
Luca Sciacca,
Robin Rönnvall,
Sadiq Sidiqi,
Omar Sarlus,
Dennis Nyberg,
Martin Frölander

Lagledaree: Jan-Ingmar Ärnström

Stripes kickback... Small bits of news, gossip and info for the terraces.
 
The sun shone and the points came home to a very hard working Stripes team. Last Saturday’s match was a vital 
one for the club and every supporter who witnessed the superb victory over Ängby will agree the match was great 
entertainment. A lower crowd than normal  made their way to Essinge IP, the fact that it was FA Cup final day, the 
Stockholm Marathon was on and the Elitloppet took place at Solvalla, made sure we had a little to compete against.

Instead of the usual six pack of beers, ice cream was distributed among the fans, 
well received in blistering conditions. The extra man, the ultras, on the sidelines 
really helped spur on the team in the last twenty minutes and that support was richly 
rewarded when Wilhelm Karlsson got the winner, much to the jubilation of nearly 
everyone in the ground.
We go into tonight’s game full of confidence against a Boo side who come off the back 
of an away win against Stuvsta last week. The away team were quoted as being one of 
the favourites for the league, but have yet to show top of the league form. Långholmen 

will have to be particularly cautious of star man Sadiq Sidiqi who is a real threat in front of goal.
Hopefully it won’t be too long before we see Paul Sullivan and Deri Thomas back to full fitness and wearing the 
stripes, Paul himself said it is the most frustrating thing in the world watching your team play when you are injured.

Manager Chris Latham said earlier in the week ”It is time we started to show our quality and put pressure on the 
teams at the top of the table”. He also added ”The boys are really up for things right now, that’s the mood, they have 
a real sense of belief.”
Let’s hope it pays dividends and we have another three points in the bag by tomorrow morning. 
/ Scot James
 
Both Chris and Stuart were delighted with the victory last weekend. It goes to show what character the players 
have and it was great to see different players on the scoresheet. We welcome Boo FF for tonights match and they 
will be looking to push themselves closer to the top teams with a victory tonight. Stuart says “We have watched 
Boo play a few times and we know what their strengths are. We have to carry on our momentum for the remaining 
games before the summer break so we can give ourselves every chance of achieving our goals from the start of the 
season. We will not take anything for granted and will try and get better week after week. We will need to be at our 
best once again and look forward to the match.” Come on the stripes! 
– Chris Latham /Stu Lascelles, ManagersLatest Div4 (m) table positions

This week in the Stripes history:
On Monday June 5th 2005 Långholmen played against Sörskogens IF at Gubbängens IF in 
front of 14 spectators.
This match was memorable for a few things. Firstly then manager Nick Short had just become 
a father less than twelve hours before the match, but still made it to the dug out for this game. 
Robbie Graham was sent off, wrongly by the ref, ensuing a protest by the Långholmen players 
and manager. The referee then abandoned the game and stormed off the pitch, then he 
changed his mind and the game restarted. The score was 1-1 and the Långholmen goal was 
scored by Andy Startup ensuring Långholmen stayed at the top of the league.

Nexthome match:
Wednesday 17th June vs Olympiacos FC - K.O. 20.00 Essinge IP
Next away match:
Saturday 13th June vs Skå IK - K.O. 14.00 Svanängens IP


